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(54) A METHOD FOR RELAYING AND FORWARDING THE FEEDBACK INFORMATION IN HARQ 
SCENE

(57) A method for relaying and forwarding feedback
information in hybrid automatic repeat request scenario
is provided, wherein the method for sending feedback
information includes that: a relay station receives a re-
source allocation message; the relay station determines
the time of sending the feedback information according
to the resource allocation message, and sends the cor-

responding feedback information when the feedback
time arrives. The processes of triggering the relay station
to perform feedback or sending in multiple HARQ sce-
narios such as initial transmission and retransmission of
downlink and uplink, and uplink feedback loss of subor-
dinate node etc. are integrally and uniformly defined ac-
cording to the present invention.
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Description

Technical field

[0001] The present invention relates to communication
field, and more specifically relates to a method for relay-
ing and forwarding the feedback information in HARQ
(Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request) scenario.

Background of the invention

[0002] To enlarge the coverage area of the system and
increase the system capacity, one or more relay stations
(RS for short) have been set up between a multi-hop
relay base station (MR-BS for short) and a mobile station
(MS for short). As shown in Figure 1, an RS is able to
enlarge the coverage area of the system or increase the
system capacity by relaying transmissions between an
MR-BS and an MS.
[0003] At present, resource scheduling of a relaying
system can be divided into centralized control and dis-
tributed control, wherein the allocation of channel re-
sources in the centralized system must be carried out by
the MR-BS, while the RS in the distributed system may
allocate part of the resources by itself. Since all resource
scheduling in the relaying system using the centralized
control are processed by the MR-BS, the corresponding
design of hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) is
more complex.
[0004] In the existing technologies, regarding central-
ized relay of end-to-end HARQ, the superordinate control
station has already allocated corresponding feedback
channel forwarding acknowledgement (ACK)/negative
acknowledgement (NAK) to each RS before the RS
sends certain HARQ data. Once an RS receives the data
to be forwarded, it is triggered to begin to calculate in
which frame the feedback shall start, and then it sends
the feedback on the corresponding resources. In the case
of transmitting HARQ by downlink data, the feedback
sent after an RS delay serves to identify the receiving
situation of downlink data in the relay link; in the case of
transmitting HARQ by uplink data, the feedback sent after
an RS delay is used to identify the receiving situation of
uplink data in the relay link.
[0005] However, in the existing technologies, there is
no uniform feedback method for triggering an RS of the
centralized control type to calculate feedback delay in
different HARQ application scenarios. For example, in
the system shown in Figure 1, data retransmission may
begin at the subordinate node RS2 of RS1. In the case
of downlink data retransmission, neither RS1 nor RS2
can receive data to be forwarded, and therefore they will
not be triggered to begin to calculate the time delay of
forwarding corresponding downlink data feedback. In
case of uplink data retransmission, RS1 can not receive
data to be forwarded, and therefore it will not be triggered
to begin to calculate the time delay of forwarding corre-
sponding uplink feedback. In the existing technologies,

the methods of triggering an RS to calculate feedback
time delay by downlink data retransmission and by initial
data retransmission are different. Moreover, it is not
specified how an RS shall process if the uplink feedback
fails to be received. Additionally, nor is it specified in the
existing technologies how to trigger an RS used for re-
transmitting data to begin to calculate time delay in the
retransmission of uplink data.

Summary of the invention

[0006] To solve one or more problems listed above,
the present invention provides a method for relaying and
forwarding feedback information in hybrid automatic re-
peat request (HARQ) scenario.
[0007] According to the embodiments of the present
invention, the method for relaying and forwarding feed-
back information in hybrid automatic repeat request
(HARQ) scenario comprises: a relay station receives a
resource allocation message; the relay station deter-
mines the time of sending the feedback information ac-
cording to the resource allocation message and sends
the corresponding feedback information when the feed-
back time arrives.
[0008] Wherein, the hybrid automatic repeat request
scenarios may be divided into two scenarios, i.e. one
scenario of sending downlink data by the relay station
and the other scenario of sending uplink data by the relay
station.
[0009] In scenario 1, during sending downlink data to
a subordinate node, the relay station receives a resource
allocation message from a superordinate node indicating
the relay station to receive feedback information of the
subordinate node in the ith frame; if having received the
feedback information in the ith frame, the relay station
sends upwardly the feedback information to a multi-hop
relay base station in the (i+j)th frame through the uplink
feedback channel allocated by the multi-hop relay base
station, or else the relay station sends upwardly the in-
formation for notifying the multi-hop relay base station of
the hop at which retransmission occurs in the (i+j)th frame
through the uplink feedback channel, wherein j is the time
delay caused by dealing with the feedback information
by the relay station.
[0010] Wherein, if the feedback information is ac-
knowledgement information, the relay station directly
sends upwardly the feedback information to the multi-
hop relay base station. If the feedback information is neg-
ative acknowledgement information, the relay station
processes the feedback information and sends upwardly
the processed feedback information to the multi-hop re-
lay base station so as to notify the multi-hop relay base
station of the hop at which retransmission occurs.
[0011] Wherein, if the relay station fails to receive the
feedback information in the ith frame since the relay sta-
tion has not received the downlink data successfully, the
relay station notifies the multi-hop relay base station that
retransmission occurs between the relay station and the
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superordinate node thereof. If the relay station has re-
ceived the downlink data successfully, but failed to re-
ceive the feedback information in the ith frame due to bad
wireless channel, the relay station notifies the multi-hop
relay base station that retransmission occurs between
the relay station and the subordinate node thereof.
[0012] In scenario 2, during sending uplink data to the
superordinate node, the relay station receives a resource
allocation message from the superordinate node indicat-
ing the relay station to send the uplink data in the ith frame;
if having received the uplink data correctly, the relay sta-
tion sends upwardly to the superordinate node in the ith

frame the information for notifying the superordinate
node that the relay station has successfully received the
uplink data and the uplink data respectively through the
uplink feedback channel and the transmission channel
allocated by the multi-hop relay base station, otherwise
the relay station sends upwardly the information for no-
tifying the multi-hop relay base station of the hop at which
retransmission occurs through the uplink feedback chan-
nel in the ith frame.
[0013] In the present invention, the actions of feedback
and sending performed by the relay station do not relate
to whether HARQ data is received or feedback is con-
ducted, and therefore, it is achieved a complete and uni-
form definition of processes triggering the relay station
to perform feedback or sending in several HARQ sce-
narios such as initial transmission and retransmission of
downlink and uplink, and uplink feedback loss of subor-
dinate node.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0014] The figures illustrated here provide a further un-
derstanding to the present invention and constitute a part
of the present application. The schematic embodiments
and explanations thereof serve to explain the present
invention and are not intended to restrict it. In the figures:

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram showing wireless
relay network configuration according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;

Figure 2 is a flow chart showing the method for re-
laying and forwarding feedback information by the
relay station according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

Figure 3 is a detailed flow chart showing the method
for forwarding feedback information in the scenario
of transmitting HARQ by downlink data according to
an embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 4 is a detailed flow chart showing the method
for forwarding uplink data in the scenario of trans-
mitting HARQ by uplink data according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;

Figure 5 is a schematic diagram showing the flow of
retransmission feedback of downlink end-to-end
HARQ access link in IEEE802.16j system according
to an embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram showing the flow of
initial transmission of downlink end-to-end HARQ in
IEEE802.16j system according to an embodiment of
the present invention;

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram showing the flow of
situation 1 of uplink feedback loss of downlink end-
to-end HARQ subordinate node in IEEE802.16j sys-
tem according to the embodiments of the present
invention;

Figure 8 is a schematic diagram showing the flow of
situation 2 of uplink feedback loss of downlink end-
to-end HARQ subordinate node in IEEE802.16j sys-
tem according to the embodiments of the present
invention;

Figure 9 is a schematic diagram showing the flow of
uplink end-to-end HARQ comprising initial transmis-
sion and retransmission in IEEE802.16j system ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention.

Detailed Description of the preferred embodiments

[0015] The embodiments of the present invention will
be illustrated in combination with the accompanying
drawings in details as follows.
[0016] The network topological configuration of wire-
less relay network according to an embodiment of the
present invention is shown in Figure 1. A communication
link is formed between an MR-BS and an MS by the relay
of RS1 and RS2.
[0017] The method for relaying and forwarding feed-
back information by the relay station according to the
present invention will be illustrated in combination with
Figure 2. As shown in Figure 2, the method comprises
the following steps: S202, the relay station receives a
resource allocation message; S204, the relay station de-
termines the time of sending feedback information ac-
cording to the resource allocation message and sends
the corresponding feedback information when the feed-
back time arrives.
[0018] Wherein, in step 204, in case of a downlink data
HARQ scenario, if MR-BS requires the RS to receive the
feedback performed by the subordinate node to a certain
HARQ data in the ith frame, it must allocate resources to
the RS via a resource allocation message. The RS ac-
quires that a certain feedback needs to be received in
the ith frame by decoding this resource allocation mes-
sage, and accordingly RS may calculate by itself that the
MR-BS is to allocate uplink feedback channel to it for this
feedback in the (i+j)th frame, and the RS shall send up-
wardly the corresponding processed data feedback in
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the (i+j)th frame. The time delay j of processing feedback
may be presented via a system broadcasting message.
[0019] Correspondingly, if the RS has not received the
feedback performed by the subordinate node to a certain
HARQ data in the ith frame, since RS may acquire from
the resource allocation message that the feedback shall
be received at this moment, the RS may begin to calcu-
late time from the ith frame, and send upwardly the code
feedback produced by itself via the uplink feedback chan-
nel allocated by the MR-BS in the (i+j)th frame to notify
the MR-BS of the hop at which retransmission shall begin.
[0020] Wherein, in step 204, in case of an uplink data
HARQ scenario, if the MR-BS requires the RS to send
the feedback of certain uplink HARQ data in the ith frame,
it must allocate resources for sending the corresponding
HARQ data to the RS via a resource allocation message.
In the end to end HARQ, the MR-BS always assumes
that the RS has correctly received uplink data. Therefore,
no matter whether the RS has successfully received up-
link data or not, it is necessary to allocate a resource
allocation message for sending uplink data. The RS ac-
quires that certain HARQ data needs to be sent in the ith

frame by decoding this resource allocation message. Ac-
cordingly the RS may calculate by itself that the MR-BS
is to allocate uplink feedback channel to it for this feed-
back in the ith frame, and RS shall send upwardly the
corresponding processed data feedback in the ith frame.
[0021] Wherein, after completing step 204, the relay
station may further forward the feedback and the corre-
sponding data in allocation resources according to the
result of the time delay. Wherein, the said resource allo-
cation message above comprises uplink resource allo-
cation message and downlink resource allocation mes-
sage.
[0022] The method for forwarding feedback informa-
tion in the scenario of transmitting HARQ by downlink
data according to the embodiments of the present inven-
tion is illustrated in combination with Figure 3. As shown
in Figure 3, the method comprises the following steps:

S302, a resource allocation message sent by the
superordinate node is received.

S304, if the resource allocation message serves to
arrange the relay station to receive uplink feedback
in the ith frame, then turn to S306, or else turn to
S310.

S306, if the RS has received the uplink feedback in
the ith frame, then turn to S308a, or else turn to
S308b.

S308a, the RS sends upwardly the corresponding
feedback via uplink feedback channel allocated by
MR-BS in the (i+j)th frame. Direct forwarding is con-
ducted in case of receiving acknowledgement
(ACK). In case of receiving a code indicating the
need of retransmission, sending upwardly is con-

ducted after processing to notify the MR-BS of the
hop at which retransmission occurs.

S308b, the RS sends upwardly the incorrect code
produced by itself via the uplink feedback channel
allocated by the MR-BS in the (i+j)th frame to notify
the MR-BS of the hop at which retransmission oc-
curs.

S310, processing of the present HARQ is finished.
It is assumed here that one process is for one HARQ
data and one feedback.

[0023] More concretely, no feedback from subordinate
node in uplink occurs in two situations: in the first situa-
tion, the RS itself has failed to receive downlink data, and
therefore does not have to send the incorrect data down-
wardly. As the subordinate node does not receive the
downlink data, it will not perform feedback. In the second
situation, the RS itself has successfully received down-
link data and further forwarded the downlink data, but
failed to receive the feedback from the subordinate node
due to bad wireless channel.
[0024] Correspondingly, retransmission of code also
occurs in two situations: in the first situation, the RS
knows the failure of receiving data by itself, and therefore
the code shall indicate that retransmission occurs be-
tween the superordinate node and the present node. In
the second situation, the RS knows the success of re-
ceiving data by itself, and therefore the code shall indicate
that retransmission occurs between the present node
and the subordinate node.
[0025] The method for forwarding uplink data in the
scenario of transmitting HAQR by uplink data according
the embodiments of the present invention is illustrated in
combination with Figure 4. As shown in Figure 4, the
method comprises the following steps:

S402, a resource allocation message sent by the
superordinate node is received.

S404, if the resource allocation message serves to
arrange the relay station to send uplink data in the
ith frame, then turn to S406, or else turn to S410.

S406, if local HARQ data is decoded correctly, then
turn to S408a, or else turn to S408b.

S408a, the RS feedbacks ACK in the ith frame via
uplink feedback channel allocated by MR-BS and
sends upwardly the corresponding data feedback on
the transmission channel.

S408b, the RS feedbacks incorrect code in the ith

frame via the uplink feedback channel allocated by
the MR-BS and does not transmit data on the trans-
mission channel, wherein the incorrect code serves
to notify the MR-BS of the hop at which retransmis-
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sion occurs.

S410, processing of the present HARQ is finished.

[0026] The implementation of the above method in
IEEE802.16j system shall be illustrated in details as fol-
lows.
[0027] In the embodiments of the present invention,
HARQ data may be HARQ sub-burst defined in the
IEEE802.16j documents. In addition, time delays of all
transmission processing are assumed to be 1 frame (j=1).
[0028] In respect of downlink data HARQ, once the RS
receives uplink map (MAP) message for allocating re-
sources (indicating the RS to receive the feedback of
subordinate node to certain HARQ sub-burst in the ith

frame), the RS shall read HARQ acknowledgement chan-
nel region allocation information for relaying data infor-
mation entity (HARQ_ACKCH region allocation for Relay
Data IE) from that message and acquires whether it
needs to receive the feedback at that frame or not. In
IEEE802.16j system, resource allocation message and
feedback may be received in the same frame.
[0029] For example, the RS shall receive MAP mes-
sage in the ith frame, read from the corresponding infor-
mation entity (IE) the channel where the feedback is re-
ceived, receive that feedback in the arranged channel in
the ith frame, and sends upwardly the corresponding
processed feedback in uplink feedback channel allocat-
ed by BS in (i+1)th frame.
[0030] In Figure 5 showing an example of burst re-
transmission by access link, RS2 receives an MAP mes-
sage in the fourth frame indicating the RS2 to receive
code C1 (NAK) from the MS in the fourth frame, acquires
a code C2 by increasing the code C1 by one and further
sends upwardly the code C2 in the fifth frame. RS1 re-
ceives an MAP message in the fifth frame indicating the
RS1 to receive the code C2 from RS2 in the fifth frame,
and correspondingly RS2 acquires a code C3 by increas-
ing the code C2 by one and further sends upwardly the
code C3 in the sixth frame. After receiving the final code
C3, the MR-BS knows that retransmission is arranged at
the third hop. In HARQ data retransmission beginning at
the ninth frame, RS2 receives an MAP message in the
tenth frame indicating it to receive ACK from MS in the
tenth frame, and therefore RS2 shall further send up-
wardly ACK without any change in the eleventh frame by
calculation.
[0031] Correspondingly, Figure 6 shows an example
of successful burst transmission. RS2 receives an MAP
message in the fourth frame indicating it to receive the
feedback from MS in the fourth frame, and therefore RS2
shall send upwardly the received ACK without any
change in the fifth frame. RS1 receives an MAP message
in the fifth frame indicating it to receive the relayed feed-
back from RS2 in the fifth frame, and therefore RS1 shall
send upwardly this ACK without any change in the sixth
frame. When receiving the final ACK, MR-BS shall ar-
range transmission of the next HARQ data.

[0032] Figures 7 and 8 respectively show the two em-
bodiments of no feedback situation. In the two embodi-
ments, RS may acquire the frame in which it shall receive
uplink feedback via an uplink MAP message. In Figure
7, as RS2 itself has failed to receive downlink data, it is
possible for it not to downwards send the incorrect data.
MS may not receive the data and shall not give a feed-
back. In the fourth frame RS2 receives an MAP message
indicating RS1 to receive the feedback in the fourth
frame. However, in the fourth frame, RS2 may not receive
the feedback and has acquired its failure to receive down-
link data, and therefore it shall send upwardly feedback
code C1 in the fifth frame and retransmission begins from
RS1. In Figure 8, RS2 has successfully received down-
link dada and further forwarded the data, but failed to
receive the feedback from subordinate node due to bad
wireless channel. In the fourth frame RS2 receives an
MAP message indicating RS1 to receive the feedback in
the fourth frame. However, in the fourth frame, RS2 may
not receive the feedback and has acquired its success
to receive downlink data, and therefore it shall send up-
wardly feedback code C2 in the fifth frame and retrans-
mission begins from RS2.
[0033] In respect of uplink data HARQ, once receiving
an uplink MAP message for allocating resources (indi-
cating the RS to send a certain HARQ sub-burst in the
ith frame), the RS shall read HARQ_ACKCH region allo-
cation for Relay Data IE from that message and acquire
the location where it sends uplink feedback of corre-
sponding burst in that frame. In IEEE 802.16j system, it
is possible to receive resource allocation message, send
uplink data and give feedback in the same frame. For
example, RS shall receive the MAP message in the ith

frame, read the channel where the feedback is sent from
the corresponding IE, and send the feedback and HARQ
data in the arranged channel in the ith frame.
[0034] In Figure 9 showing an example of uplink data
initial transmission and burst retransmission, RS2 re-
ceives an MAP message indicating it to send uplink data
received from MS in the fourth frame. In the fourth frame,
in addition to sending uplink data, RS2 shall also be trig-
gered to send upwardly ACK by means of resources
specified by MR-BS. RS1 receives an MAP message in
the fifth frame indicating it to send uplink data from RS2,
but due to failing to decode the received uplink data, the
RS1 shall not send any uplink data but only send upward-
ly NAK by means of resources specified by MR-BS in the
fifth frame. In the HARQ data retransmission beginning
in the seventh frame, RS2 receives an MAP message
indicating it to send uplink data from MS. In addition to
sending uplink data, RS2 shall also be triggered to send
upwardly ACK by means of resources specified by MR-
BS.
[0035] In the present invention, the activities of feed-
back and sending by the relay station have nothing to do
with whether HARQ data is received or feedback is con-
ducted, and therefore, a complete and uniform definition
of processes triggering the relay station to conduct feed-
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back or sending in several HARQ scenarios such as initial
transmission and retransmission of downlink and uplink,
and uplink feedback lost of subordinate node etc. has
been achieved.
[0036] The present invention has been shown with ref-
erence to the above-described embodiments, and it is
not to be limited by the above embodiments. It is under-
stood by those skilled in the art various alterations and
changes may be made. All modifications, substitute
equivalents or improvements made within the spirit and
principle of the invention are intended to be embraced in
the scope of the claims of this invention.

Claims

1. A method for relaying and forwarding feedback in-
formation in hybrid automatic repeat request scenar-
io, characterized by, comprising:

a relay station receiving a resource allocation
message;
the relay station determining the time of sending
the feedback information according to the re-
source allocation message and sending the cor-
responding feedback information when the
feedback time arrives.

2. The method according to claim 1, characterized in
that the relay station, in the process of sending
downlink data to a subordinate node, receives a re-
source allocation message from an superordinate
node indicating the relay station to receive feedback
information of the subordinate node in the ith frame.

3. The method according to claim 2, characterized in
that if having received the feedback information in
the ith frame, the relay station sends upwardly the
feedback information to a multi-hop relay base sta-
tion in the (i+j)th frame through the uplink feedback
channel allocated by the multi-hop relay base sta-
tion, or else the relay station sends upwardly the in-
formation for notifying the multi-hop relay base sta-
tion of the hop at which retransmission occurs in the
(i+j)th frame through the uplink feedback channel,
wherein j is the time delay resulting from processing
the feedback information by the relay station.

4. The method according to claim 3, characterized in
that if the feedback information is acknowledgement
information, the relay station directly sends upwardly
the feedback information to the multi-hop relay base
station.

5. The method according to claim 3, characterized in
that if the feedback information is negative acknowl-
edgement information, the relay station processes
the feedback information and sends upwardly the

processed feedback information to the multi-hop re-
lay base station so as to notify the multi-hop relay
base station of the hop at which retransmission oc-
curs.

6. The method according to claim 5, characterized in
that if the relay station has not received the downlink
data successfully, which results in failing to receive
the feedback information by the relay station in the
ith frame, the relay station notifies the multi-hop relay
base station that retransmission occurs between the
relay station and the superordinate node.

7. The method according to claim 5, characterized in
that if the relay station has received the downlink
data successfully, but failed to receive the feedback
information in the ith frame due to bad wireless chan-
nel, the relay station notifies the multi-hop relay base
station that retransmission occurs between the relay
station and the subordinate node.

8. The method according to claim 1, characterized in
that the relay station, in the process of sending uplink
data to the superordinate node, receives a resource
allocation message from the superordinate node in-
dicating the relay station to send the uplink data in
the ith frame.

9. Then method according to claim 8, characterized
in that if having received the uplink data correctly,
the relay station sends upwardly to the superordinate
node in the ith frame the information for notifying the
superordinate node that the relay station has suc-
cessfully received the uplink data and the uplink data
respectively through the uplink feedback channel
and the transmission channel allocated by the multi-
hop relay base station.

10. The method according to claim 8, characterized in
that if not having received the uplink data success-
fully, the relay station sends the information upwardly
for notifying the multi-hop relay base station of the
hop at which retransmission occurs through the up-
link feedback channel in the ith frame.
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